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< Publisher’s Message

Jaw Droppers
In the past three months, three landmark projects were
completed in the Salt Lake Valley – two historically impactful
downtown projects and one stunning new corporate
headquarters in Midvale.
These three projects – 111 Main, the
George S. and Dolores Dore Eccles Theater,
We’re honored to be
and Overstock.com’s HQ – are among the
able to profile these
most impressive structures built in the
once-in-a-lifetime
Beehive State since the turn of the century.
projects and encourage
In this issue of Utah Construction & Design
we
take
a closer look at these incredible
you to go check them
buildings and offer our respects to all of the
out sometime.
people and firms involved in their creation.
The fact that 111 Main and the Eccles Theater are located right next to each other
is virtually unprecedented, and they will serve Salt Lake City for decades to come,
while fostering a new, lively entertainment district between Main Street and the newly
reinvented Regent Street. Both of these projects are flat-out world-class facilities and
they usher in a new era for downtown Salt Lake.
Overstock.com’s new headquarters is equally impressive. Dubbed the ‘Peace
Coliseum’, it’s one of the most unique buildings I’ve ever seen in person, and is another
staple in the impressive View 72 District in Midvale just went of I-15 off 7200 South.
We’re honored to be able to profile these once-in-a-lifetime projects and encourage
you to go check them out sometime. Major props again to all involved with the
planning, design and construction process. Eccles Theater, in particular, is something
people have been envisioning for Salt Lake City for literally two decades.
We also want to express our appreciation for all of those who attended our Most
Outstanding Projects of 2016 awards event December 6 at Little America. We had an
incredible turnout – more than 400 people – and we honored 32 projects, a recap of
which will be coming to your mailbox soon as part of our December issue. Incidentally,
all three of the projects I’ve mentioned were all award winners – stay tuned for a recap
of all of our Most Outstanding Projects award winners!
We also wish each of you a very Happy Holiday season and appreciate the
incredible support we receive from the A/E/C community. Special thanks to our
sponsors and advertisers – we couldn’t publish this magazine without your loyal
support!
Regards,

UC&D
Utah Construction & Design Magazine
2607 S Decker Lake Blvd. Suite 100 Salt Lake City, UT 84119
Murray, UT 84107
O: (801) 747-9202
M: (801) 433-7541
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Publisher/Managing Editor
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Ladd J. Marshall
Advertising Sales Director
lmarshall@utahcdmag.com
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Visit KenGarffFord.com or call our Fleet Department today at 877.621.2563 to see how we can help you.

> A/E/C Technology

Reality Capture Made Easy w/ 3DR Site Scan
By Shawn Herring

Data capture has been discouraged in
many industries because it is thought as
expensive, time consuming and requires
skilled personnel to collect and analyze
data. This is particularly relevant for
the AEC space. In their latest industry
report, McKinsey & Company shows that
Construction is one of the least digitized
industries, only second to Agriculture &
Hunting. Drones are going to commoditize
data capture making it easy, cheap and
accessible to everyone. Under the new
FAA Part 107 drone regulations everyone,
after passing the Remote Pilot Certificate
knowledge test, can fly drones legally for
commercial purposes.
However, the last thing you want
on a construction site is just more data!
You want this data to be actionable and
already integrated into the software tools
you are using every day.
With Site Scan, 3DR has built a
platform that makes reality capture quick
and simple, manages the data in the cloud
and pushes it to the Autodesk tools you
know. The workflow from camera, over
cloud, to Autodesk software takes only a
couple of clicks. With as easy as plan, fly,
process and consume, Site Scan along with
the 3DR Drone w/ Sony R10C camera has
quickly changed the game. Let’s take a
quick look at the process.
Planning a mission
The first step to any data acquisition
is mission planning. With Site Scan,
this planning is done completely on an
iPad running the mobile app, “Site Scan
Field”. While a controller is required for
emergency and legal reasons, gone are
the days where a drone operator had to
learn the intricacies of flying completely
manually using the control sticks.
With Site Scan Field, the drone operator
10
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can zoom into the area of interest using
familiar gestures on the iPad. Pressing “Plan
Survey” will insert a standard polygon in
the center of the screen. You can drag this
polygon to the desired area, and move or
add vertices to ensure the bounding box is
correct to capture all the data required. Site
Scan Field will automatically build the flight
path in addition to adding camera triggers
in order to optimally cover the area you
want to survey.

Along the bottom of the screen,
you can view estimated flight time to
complete, ground sampling distance (GSD)
or resolution, area covered, and number of
photos to be captured.
Flying Site Scan
After the flight has been planned, all
you have to do is press “Fly Survey”. The
app will run through a set of checklists
to ensure the aircraft is ready for takeoff.
These checks make sure all components of
the system are functioning properly.

coverage and QC checks can be made
without having to download any data
locally.
In order to create data products like
orthos, point clouds, and 3D meshes, a
photogrammetric process needs to take
place. With Site Scan, this processing takes
place in the cloud, using the Autodesk
ReCap stitching engine.

Shawn Herring

After takeoff, the drone flies itself.
Your job is to keep an eye on the system
to make sure everything is operating
normally. During the mission, the autopilot
triggers the Sony R10C camera, a large
20 megapixel APS-C sensor, which is the
largest imaging sensor carried by a drone
weighing less than 2 kilograms. Site Scan is
able to cover up to 20-30 acres in one flight
at a resolution of 1 inch per pixel or greater.
With the three batteries included with the
system, the operator can acquire up to 6090 acres of data in only 45-60 minutes.
The resulting images and quality of
topo are unbeatable. Tied down to survey
control, this is a great way to capture
large amount of data in a fraction of the
time it would typically take and still be as
accurate.
Processing your data
The next part of workflow is done from
the office using the Site Scan Manager
web application. Just log in to sitescan.3dr.
com with your account credentials and the
first thing you will see are all the missions
you’ve flown with your Site Scan drone.
The mission you just flew will be visible
on the top left side and by clicking on it,
you’ll be able to review all the details. You
can flip through the images in the browser,
viewing the full-quality data so that proper

Once the processing is complete,
you can consume the data in almost any
software, including all of the Autodesk
solutions for AEC.
Conclusion
The workflow couldn’t be easier!
Reality capture helps and generates value
for business in AEC across all stages of a
construction project, from preliminary
design, to earthwork, construction process
and maintenance. We typically see clients
start using Site Scan for a specific use
case and then quickly realize they can
successfully deploy it also in other phases.
As it seamlessly integrates into Autodesk
A360 customers can quickly deploy it on
projects without having to learn new tools
or changing workflows. Good luck and
happy flying!   n
Shawn Herring has been part of the
design/engineering industry for 12 years
and specializes in all aspects of reality
capture, design, construction and software
implementations. He has implemented
and trained A/E/C firms across the
country on workflows from data capture
to data processing as well as Autodesk
infrastructure tools and best practices. He
can be reached at sherring@prosoftnet.com.
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> Steel Trends

All Sectors of Construction Steel
Market Expecting to Stay Active
Competitive pricing and labor shortage remain concerning locally.
By B. Garn

An end-of-the-year check-in with some
local steel subcontractors shows plenty
of activity in the past year and solid
expectations for work in the coming
months.
On the heels of completing the
expansive and challenging installation of
the glass curtainwall of the new 111 Main
office tower in downtown Salt Lake City,
Pam Foote, Vice President & Utah Structural
Division Manager for Salt Lake City-based
Steel Encounters says the company has
several large projects at the start of the
coming year.
“We have been fortunate to pick up a
few large tilt-up projects going up on the
Westside of Salt Lake City,” said Foote. “One
of them will consist of over $3 million in steel
joists and metal decking. Our architectural
department has been fortunate enough have
been awarded several high profile projects in
the area as well.”
Matt Brower, director of business
development at Sure Steel, said the Ogdenbased steel erector and fabricator has had a
busy year with plenty of work ahead.
“One of the bigger jobs we’ll have going
is the expansion of the Missionary Training
Center for the LDS Church in Provo,” said
Brower. “Last year was really busy and we
probably declined more work last year than
we have in a long time.”
West Jordan-based SME Steel’s Vice
President of Sales Justin Pitts said they have
projects in Utah next year but also plenty in
neighboring states.
“We have a good backlog of things
going on here but especially in Nevada and
California,” he said. “So many big companies
in California are doing these massive new
12
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(courtesy SME Steel)

corporate headquarters buildings. It is like
they are trying to outdo each other. They
want to build these incredible, expensive
buildings. It started with a lot of the tech
companies around the Bay Area and now it
is spreading statewide. There are also some
new resorts in Las Vegas now that are in the
budgeting phase.”
Greg Hyde, business development
director for GEM Building of Brigham City
said while they will be providing the steel
Sure Steel will be erecting at the new
Missionary Training Center among other
local projects, they have also seen activity
in Nevada and expect to see more. Gem
splits its operations between fabrication
and the design and fabrication of metal
buildings mostly for industrial use.
“We did a large expansion for a mining
operation in Oasis Nevada. We’re doing
a new 11-story building next to the new

Hale Theater in Sandy and a new EBay data
center near South Jordan,” said Hyde. “We
are looking at some hospital projects in Las
Vegas but still, the majority of the work we’ll
be doing is in Utah along the Wasatch Front.”
As in most sectors of the construction
industry, officials in the steel operations
said finding enough skilled workers remains
one of the biggest challenges.
“Finding qualified riggers and erectors
and welders is our biggest issue,” said Sure
Steel’s Brower. “A lot of guys are retiring and
there are not people coming to take their
place.
Foote said Steel Encounters continues
to train current employees for needed
skills and look for more talent to join the
company.
“We work in such a specialty sector
of the construction market that to have
someone come to work and be able to

complete the work properly sometimes
takes several years of training,” said Foote.
Pitts said SME finds it particularly
difficult to find new workers in Utah.
GEM building was the outlier with Hyde
saying they have been lucky to have low
turnover at their Box Elder County operation
and have maintained a steady level of
employees for the past several years.
Hyde said price fluctuations for raw
materials and lag times between bidding
and when a project gets underway has been
difficult to deal with.
“The price for material has been pretty
steady and we think it will stay that way. We
had a small increase last month (October)
and we expect one at the first of the year
but that is typical,” said Hyde.
Brower said Utah has proved to have
more competitive pricing for steel and
erection than other areas of the country
they operate in.
“We expected to see our pricing go up
a bit in Utah with all the work going on but
it is still very competitive,” said Brower. “We
seem to have a little more room with pricing
and getting a better price outside of Utah.”
Brower said he expects activity to tick
up in the coming months.
“I think things slowed down a little
before the election and people were not
sure what to do but now it’s over, I think
things will start to pick up again,” he said.
Pitts said SME is optimistic about the
coming year, so much so the company will
be starting a new service line.
“We’re opening a coating shop and a
field-applied coating service,” he said. “We’ll
be doing fireproofing and high-performance
coatings for the mining and refining
industry.”
Hyde said he expects the high levels of
activity of higher education and health care
building to continue in the coming year.
“Health care has been a good market
for us here and especially in California, they
want to do seismic upgrades and build new
facilities,” said Hyde.
“I’m looking forward to the next year,”
Foote said. “There are opportunities out
there to bid. The architects and engineers
we know are all busy so it’s a matter of time
for it to reach the bid boards.” n
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SBR/Vision Graphics provides signage for high-profile events
across the nation, including the NFL Pro Bowl in Hawaii.
(photos courtesy SBR)

SBR 50th Anniversary

SBR Marks 50 Years of
Reprographics Excellence
By Jeremiah Flanksteak

S

ervice Blue Reprographics (SBR)
began with humble roots in the
basement of Bob and Diane Shupe’s
house in Millcreek in 1966 (it was originally
called Service Blue Print Company), and
has grown over the years to be one of the
most diverse and capable reprographics/
graphics companies in the Intermountain
West.
The Shupes were both in their mid-30’s
(Bob is 87, Diane 83) when they launched
the business, with Bob also working
full-time for Union Pacific Railroad as
an industrial engineer in the properties
department. Ultimately, SBR proved
profitable enough to where Bob was able
to quit UP and concentrate his efforts on
the family business.
14
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Bob Shupe

Diane Shupe

SBR/Vision Graphics now has four
subsidiaries and operates out of its facility
in Salt Lake on 2525 South 900 West.
The Shupes are still majority owners,
but turned over day-to-day operations
a decade ago to executives including
President Guy Timothy and Senior Vice

Presidents Jeff Holley, Matt Dalton, and
Brent Jones.
Bob Shupe said the impetus behind
starting the company five decades
ago was primarily for another income
stream so they could buy a larger house
to accommodate their growing family.

The company initially focuses primarily
on making blue prints via the old
ammonia-based machines. They initially
worked with architects and engineers,
before expanding to the construction
industry. The company’s client base has
also expanded to include customers all
over the country, something Shupe said
he expected to happen from the very
beginning.
“We had ambitious plans – I expected
the company would grow to this size and
fortunately it did,” said Shupe. “We started
as a blue print company – that’s all we did
in the beginning before branching into
other printing specifications.”
The Shupe’s moved their company
out of their basement and into an office
on Highland Drive and 30th South in 1979,
moved again to 3210 Highland in 1984,

before moving to its present location in
2008. In anticipation of the 2002 Salt Lake
Olympics, SBR started its Color Graphics
division in 1994 at a Redwood Road
location and ended up doing a significant
amount of Olympic-related graphics,
which greatly boosted the firm’s bottom
line while increasing overall capacity
and diversity. In 2011 SBR purchased
Vision International and combined Color
Graphics to create Vision Graphics. In
2013, SBR bought Ogden Blue – a long-time
reprographics shop in the Ogden area. The
firm’s most recent acquisition occurred
earlier this year when it bought Universal
Color Graphics in Las Vegas, which
expanded its capacity with full off-set
printing abilities.
“The biggest change in the industry is
that printing has become de-centralized,”

said Jones. “7-8 years ago you would print
50 sets for subs – now they print 5-6 sets
and give CD’s to contractors. That is why
equipment we have is selling so well – subs
need to be able to print these individual
trades and bid off of it. We’ve grown
tremendously the past couple of years.”
Timothy and Dalton focus on graphics
side of the business, while Holley and Jones
take care of more traditional reprographics
and equipment sales (the firm represents
Oce’ and HP PageWide large format
equipment). In addition to reprographics
and graphics, SBR specializes in digital
display, offset printing, billboards, and
a host of other printing (cards, flyers,
brochures, etc.). Jones said the firm has done
graphics/signage for the NFL Pro Bowl the
past several years, the University of Utah’s
Rice-Eccles Stadium, Maverick Stadium >>
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SBR 50th Anniversary

It’s all about the connection.

The company has evolved over five decades from
a strictly blueprinting outfit to one that does
virtually any kind of reprographics, printing and
high-end graphics.

From idea conception to cutting the ribbon, we stay
connected with our clients and dedicated to our projects.

380 West 800 South, Suite 100 | Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 | (801) 575-8877 | www.dunn-se.com

at Utah State, the Cincinnati Bengals and
UCLA. Other prominent clients include the
Utah Jazz/Vivint Smart Home Arena, Café
Rio, the NHL Winter Classic, and the Tour of
Utah bicycle race.
“Growth has occurred by going deeper
into A/E/C marketing,” Jones added. “Site
signage, custom packaging, promotional
products. We’re always looking at other
opportunities (for expansion) and continue
to look for companies with value in the
regional area.”
The firm currently has 80 employees
total, many of whom have been with the
16
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firm for 20-plus years, including Timothy,
who has 25 years experience at SBR, having
started in 1991.
“Guy started working with us right out
of high school,” said Shupe. “Some people
working for us, it’s the only job they’ve ever
had. We have excellent employees – they’re
the key to the success of the company. We
wouldn’t be near the company we’ve been
without their loyalty and dedication.”
“What made (the Shupe’s) successful
is that they hire good people and trust
employees to do their job,” said Timothy,
who said the firm is poised for 15%

growth this year, with expectations that
revenues will continue to increase in the
future. “I see us transitioning into more
environmental graphics and point of
purchase.”
The Shupe’s will ultimately sell their
stake to the current leaders, as Bob
believes they’ve earned it.
“They should end up owning the
business,” he said. “They built it, they
should have the income and everything
else. I have a lot of respect for the A/E/C
industry – it’s a close-knit industry and a
really good group of people.” n
Nov 16 | UTAH CONSTRUCTION & DESIGN | 17

Circular Logic

Peace Coliseum – Overstock.com’s new stately headquarters –
is one of the more unique buildings in the Beehive State.
By Doug Fox

The Peace Coliseum features open work and other interior spaces with plenty of
daylighting; the project features an ‘inner circle’ building adorned with metal cladding.
(photo by Dana Sohm, Sohm Photografx)

18
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Overstock.com HQ

I

n the pressurized pace of designing its
new corporate headquarters, it can
truly be said that Overstock.com and
its partners brought an overall sense
of peace to the proceedings.
That’s because Peace Coliseum, as it
is called, exhibits a near-perfect balance
of efficiency, employee amenities and
corporate branding. Not only is the
shape of the main three-story, 231,000
SF headquarters round – and built to
resemble a classic Roman coliseum from
the ground – but when seen from above,
the view is that of a giant peace symbol.
Sitting on 19 acres at the View
72 Corporate Center in Midvale,
Peace Coliseum is a stunning piece of
architecture. The building held its grand
opening on Oct. 14.
“We are very pleased to have
Overstock as part of the View 72 project,”
said Christian Gardner, President/CEO
of developer Gardner Company. “We are
thrilled to have this unique iconic building
in our development. It has certainly brought
a new level of design to the office park.
We had an exceptionally great experience
working with the Overstock team and
appreciated their expertise. Overstock will
be a tremendous addition to Midvale City.”
The new headquarters is currently
home to 1,000 of Overstock.com’s
1,700-person employee pool. The campus
could eventually house up to 2,000
associates, with the potential for further
growth as well.
Patrick Byrne, Overstock.com’s
Founder/CEO, captured the overarching
essence of the headquarters’ design
in an official statement when he said,
“The Coliseum represents the duality
of man; the dichotomy of the coliseum
representing toughness, strength and
boldness, while the peace sign represents
gentleness, peace and love.”
According to Peter Emerson, Principal
in Charge for EDA Architects in Salt Lake
City, Overstock officials had indicated they
wanted a round building from the early
design phase – a direction some members
of the development team initially tried –
and failed -- to dissuade them from taking.
While still in the concept design
phase, Emerson said someone casually
introduced the idea of the peace sign.
20
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Overstock.com’s new corporate campus houses 1,700 of their employees with
the potential for further growth. (inset photo and bottom right courtesy Okland
Construction, bottom left by Dana Sohm, Sohm Photografx)

“We worked daily with Overstock.com
team members throughout the concept
design process, and at one meeting, a
simple sketch of a building mass in the
shape of a peace symbol was handed out,”
Emerson said. “It was a tongue-in-cheek
moment, but as people mulled the concept
over, they began asking, ‘Why not?’ The
team discussed multiple design options,
and the best ideas from the discussions
eventually became the round poured-inplace concrete moment frame building.”
According to Meghan Tuohig, VP,
People Care, Overstock.com, the circular
building not only fit with the company’s
name but also its use of the letter “O” in
branding.
“Since outdoor space was also highly
desired, the hub-and-spoke configuration
was presented so that a courtyard could be
incorporated into the layout,” said Tuohig.
“With only slight adjustments of the
‘spokes’ of that design, we realized a peace
sign emerged…which is a symbol that
resonates with our values and company.”
The peace sign view is achieved with
a second circular building in the center of
Peace Coliseum. This two-story, structure –
dubbed “the Nucleus” – encompasses 6,500
SF and is chock full of employee amenities.
The first floor features a juice/espresso bar
with locally sourced product, including
open seating spaces for both collaborative
or individual needs. The top floor houses
an employee game room, featuring ping
pong and air hockey tables, arcade games,
chess and other board games – and
massage chairs and additional relaxation
areas. The entire second floor area also
can be used for large or company-wide
meetings.
A handful of walkways – two enclosed,
two covered and one uncovered – connect
the main building to the Nucleus – creating
the hub and spoke visual in the shape of
the peace symbol.
“The unique design worked
surprisingly well for the way our
organization operates,” Tuohig. “This was
a situation where both form and function
tied together seamlessly. Designing any
structure that is circular is an engineering
challenge, but we were able to work with
the best and brightest architects and
engineers to bring our vision to life.”

The biggest hurdles facing both the
design and construction teams stemmed
from the round shape of the main building.
Coordinating the design and installation
of equipment, fixtures, furnishings and
systems generally used in rectangular
spaces and fitting them into a round
building proved challenging.
“The solution was to visually provide
curved and radial walls while actually
creating rectangular spaces where
needed,” Emerson said.

“

This was a situation
where both form and
function tied together
seamlessly. Designing
any structure that is
circular is an engineering
challenge, but we were
able to work with the
best and brightest
architects and engineers
to bring our vision to life.
- Meghan Tuohig

”

According to Michael Despain II, Senior
Project Manager for Okland Construction,
Building Information Modeling was utilized
where all mechanical, electrical, plumbing,
fire sprinklers, walls, columns, and the
like were all planned and coordinated
in a model to specifically discover and
eliminate potential clashes and conflicts
prior to installation.
“Peace Coliseum is a complete castin-place architectural concrete structure
both inside and out,” Despain said. “This
posed some challenges particularly due to
the round nature of the building relative
to forming concrete, but also relative to
schedule – as concrete was our critical
path.”
Despain said coordination was crucial
as many of the systems needed to occupy
the same space and same path relative to
the round building. >>
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Overstock.com HQ
The building’s glass curtain wall system is highlighted by View Dynamic Glass for
optimum lighting and minimal heat gain (above); a stylish, theater-like meeting
room allows for large groups to gather for business and strategy meetings.
(photos courtesy Okland Construction)

“Layout of all the systems was
accomplished after the coordination with
a robotic total station,” he said. “This
instrument was used to lay out columns,
walls, embeds in the concrete for glazing,
embeds in the concrete for the mechanical
and electrical systems for all the piping,
duct, equipment, conduit, etc. Many of the
columns, walls, openings and grid lines were
based on actual northings and easting.”
The structural engineering of Peace
Coliseum is also noteworthy. Emerson said
the building incorporates both circular
and near-circular geometry in the layout
of structural concrete elements, with a
gravity system consisting of post-tensioned
concrete slabs supported by three
concentric concrete beam and column
rings – an inner circle, outer circle and one
between them.
“Both the inner and outer slab edges,
as well as the exterior beam ring, are
circular, while the other beam rings are
triacontagonal, or 30-sided polygons
with 12-degree vertices,” Emerson said.
“Since the exterior beams and columns are
exposed to the architectural skin, special
22
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attention was given to concrete finish, color
and reveal locations. Post-tensioning cables
are arrayed only along radial lines, like the
spokes of a bicycle, and direct stress to the
center.”
Emerson said that reinforcement in the
slab is also placed in a circular fashion, with
rings and radial lines arrayed around the
building.
“The beams and columns are
rectangular prisms, reinforced to qualify
as special concrete moment frames,”
Emerson said, “so the lateral system is also
circular in that sense.”
Phil Miller, a Senior Associate with
Dunn Associates, Inc. in Salt Lake City,
which provided structural engineering on
the project, said concrete moment frames
are not that common to begin with in this
part of the country, but adding roundness
to the equation is extremely rare.
“Concrete moment frames in a circular
arrangement is unique, particularly in
seismic areas,” Miller said. “I’m not aware
of another structure like it in that respect.”
According to Despain, two other
unique features are the building’s Halo and

use of View Dynamic Glass.
“The Halo is the architectural glass
that sits on top of the building, creating a
majestic but subtle element to this unique
building,” Despain said. “In addition, the
majority of the glass in the project was
View Glass. This is a special glass that uses
a low-voltage current to tint or darken
based on the sun, and will change based on
the movement of the sun throughout the
day. Each piece of glass can be individually
tinted, as well as tinting many sections
at once. This is helpful through the day to
maintain the natural light throughout the
building without blocking the view with
blinds.”
The View Dynamic Glass is one
component of the building’s energy
efficiency strategies. Another is the
utilization of a water-sourced Variable
Refrigerant Flow (VRF) system, which
boasts high efficiency ratings for its
energy recovery capabilities.
“Our state-of-the-art data center is
currently one of the most efficient and
advanced facilities in the entire world,”
Tuohig said, adding that the ambient heat
from the data center helps to provide much
of the internal heat for the building in the
colder months.
Pointing to the View Dynamic Glass
and the VRF system, Tuohig said, “(Those)
are just two parts of Peace Coliseum that
further increase energy efficiency while
decreasing the ecological footprint of the
building. Both of these features are major
contributors to the expected LEED Gold
certification we hope to be awarded in the
coming months.”
An additional employee amenities
building, located between the main
headquarters and the parking garage,
includes on-site daycare, a health clinic
and a 5,000 SF fitness center. Also drawing
raves is a gourmet-style cafeteria with
intriguing menu options that rotate daily
and cost less than a typical fast-food meal.
“We have taken it to the next level,”
Tuohig said, “by also building an on-site
greenhouse that will supply the cafeteria
with fresh produce starting next spring.”
Emerson said that the overall success
of the project was due to the willingness of
all team members both understanding and
embracing the initial vision, and working

closely to deliver it on time and under budget.
“From the beginning, the Overstock.
com team was committed to improving the
quality of the work experience and work
space for their employees,” Emerson said.
“They clearly understood that this project
was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity – a
time to be bold and question standard
practices; to pursue a vision and make a
commitment to their employees and the
future of Overstock.com.”
“It was the relationships built between
EDA, Overstock and Okland that was the
hallmark of this project. All of us were
invested in the vision of Overstock,”
said Despain, who also credited Okland
Superintendent Shane Wagstaff. “I’m
thankful to be part of such a unique and
bold project that will be a staple and icon
in the Salt Lake Valley for a long time.”
Being a company born and bred in
Utah, Tuohig said Overstock specifically
sought out local business partners when
it came to designing and constructing its
concrete and glass coliseum.
“All the companies we worked with
aligned with our vision to provide an
incredible facility for our employees and
raise the bar when it comes to innovating a
new corporate headquarters for a cuttingedge technology company,” Tuohig said.
“That being said, our partnerships were
chosen as much on merit as on location,
and we were glad to have found such great
partners within Utah.” n

OVERSTOCK.COM HEADQUARTERS
Owner: Overstock.com
Developer: Gardner Company
Cost: $100 million
Start/Completion: June 2014/August 2016
Location: View 72 Corporate Center, Midvale
Site: 19 acres
Size: Peace Coliseum – 231,000 SF; Nucleus
(inner building) – 6,500 SF
Architect: EDA Architects
GC: Okland Construction
Engineering Team: Dunn Associates Inc.
(Structrual), Ensign Engineering (Civil),
Envision Engineering (Electrical), PVE
(Mechanical)
Key Subcontractors: Wasatch Electric,
Archer Mechanical, Steel Encounters, Jones
Excavation
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George S. and Dolores Dore Eccles Theater

Showtime!
Breathtaking Eccles Theater project is the crown jewel
in downtown Salt Lake’s new entertainment district.
By Brad Fullmer
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George S. and Dolores Dore Eccles Theater

The Eccles Theater’s lobby is a spectacle in
high-end finishes and bright, decorative
spaces amplified by copious amounts of
natural daylight. (all photos by Dana
Sohm, except previous page courtesy
Layton Construction)

F

ew projects have captured the
public’s attention in recent memory
quite like the stunning new George
S. and Dolores Dore Eccles Theater in
downtown Salt Lake City.
The nearly three-year construction
schedule wrapped up in September on
this $117 million, world-class, Broadwaystyle theater, giving the Beehive State its
signature project in a new entertainment
district between Main and Regent Streets.
In addition to the main 2,500 seat hall,
the theater provides several smaller venues
and amenities for general public and local
arts groups. Early in design, the project
team facilitated public workshops with
the local arts and community groups that
requested additional project elements,
including a 250-seat flexibly studio theater,
a roof terrace and a winter garden.
The Eccles Theater was built in
conjunction with the 111 Tower, a new
downtown high rise office building. Shared
lobby space between the tower and the
theater opens the corner of First South and
Main streets to become a new gathering
space in Salt Lake City, contributing to the
new and vibrant downtown. Construction
of the two facilities showed how two of
Utah’s top construction companies could
work together in harmony, on separate
projects, for the common objectives
of meeting schedule and quality. Both
companies and their subcontractors had
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to work through some very difficult and
complex constructability issues, together,
to simultaneously unveil two structures
that will define Salt Lake’s skyline for
decades to come.
On the east side of the theater, the
completely renovated Regent Street takes
the once dark, narrow and industrial
thoroughfare, and transforms it into a light,
wide, open and inviting gathering space
with retail shops, dining establishments
and the ability to close the street to
vehicular traffic, allowing for community
social events. Regent Street will also serve
as a vital connector between the City
Creek Development on the north and the
Gallivan Center to the south.
“That block of downtown is the last
block to be redeveloped,” said Steve Swisher,
Principal in Charge for Garfield Traub
Swisher Development (GTS), the public/
private developer of the theater. “When we
came into develop this we wanted a cultural
element. The thing we accomplished, not
only did we create this destination theater,
but a district that included all areas around
the theater, the Regent Street district, the
walkway on the plaza combined with the
design really accomplishes this goal of being
woven into the area and a new center for
downtown attraction.”
Swisher said many major cities have
developed theaters on the edge of town,
while this project took “a completely >>
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George S. and Dolores Dore Eccles Theater
Beautiful decorative lighting fixtures add to theater’s ambiance throughout the
building. Opposite: Outside and inside images reflect a stately, imaginative design.

“

I’ve done large theaters
before…you’re aiming
for how the community
feels and aware of your
responsibility for delivering
a project that some folks
have been working on
for 20 years - Darcy Gray

”
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different route – we wanted this to be an
urban fabric of downtown. The theater
really changes the ‘clock’ downtown where
you’ll see activities start a little earlier and
run later which will aid restaurants and
other nightlife activities.”
Theater design, Swisher said, was
developed with three narrow balconies
close to the stage which creates a
very inviting, rich, intimate space with
adjustable acoustics. Public feedback
since the theater opened October 21 has
been stellar, with people commenting that
this really is the next step for Salt Lake to
be a mature, cultural city with a vibrant
downtown nightlife – something sorely
lacking in the past.
“Everybody looks at the entire project
as much more than just the theater,”
Swisher said.

Construction challenges were
immense, according to Darcy Gray, Senior
Project Manager for Sandy-based Layton
Construction, not least of which was
building the theater right next to the new
111 Main tower.
demolition of the existing structures
leading up to the construction of the
theater was lengthy and complicated.
A variety of structures, their sizes, and
construction types made for a challenging
experience. The abandoned printing
facilities of the former Newspaper Agency
Corporation, where the Deseret News and
Salt Lake Tribune newspapers had been
printed for decades, required the removal
of old printing presses, printing ink storage
tanks, and other hazardous materials.
Removal of the massive trusses from
an existing building constructed in the

1960’s proved to be difficult, also serving as
a very visual reminder of the complexity and
dangers of the demolition work. It took the
orchestrated efforts of iron workers and three
crane operators to carefully cut and lift the
steel trusses suspended six stories in the air.
In addition to structure debris
removal, the site had to be mass excavated
some 20-feet below grade to allow for a
very large steel-reinforced mat footing
(three to four feet thick) and foundations,
as well as to reduce the overall height
of the theater by building it with stage
infrastructure below grade, to mesh
with the construction of the neighboring
cantilevered tower.
“I’ve done large theaters before…
you’re aiming for how the community
feels and aware of your responsibility for
delivering a project that some folks have

been working on for 20 years,” said Gray. “It
was a big effort to hit the ground running
on a really hot schedule. You look at what
we did working next to 111 Main – Okland
(GC on the tower) and Layton worked as
somewhat ‘partners’ even though they
were separate owners and different
projects. Everyone played well together.
Given what we were both trying to do, the
potential risks involved, it went well for
a such a constrained site. I thought very
highly of Okland’s team.”
She continued, “Every person on our
team poured themselves into the project
– it’s that desire to produce an excellent
product. The pressure and stress was
huge, you do what you have to do to get it
done. When I went to the grand opening,
remembering all the struggles and strife
we went through, I got a little teary. I’m

incredibly proud of what the team did
together.” n

George S. and Dolores
Dore Eccles Theater
Owner/Developer: Garfield Traub Swisher
Development
GC: Layton Construction
Architect: Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects
with HKS Architects
Civil: Great Basin Engineering
Electrical: BNA Consulting
Mechanical: Van Boerum & Frank
Associates
Structural: Thorton-Tomasetti Engineers,
Reaveley Engineers + Associates
Electrical Subs: GSL Electric,
Cache Valley Electric
Mechanical Sub: J&S Mechanical
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Hang Onto Your Hat

111 Main is the latest high-rise in downtown Salt
Lake City. The building’s elaborate and highly
technical ‘hat truss’ system is a revolutionary
concept in structural engineering design.

Unique engineering opens a multitude of possibilities
for new landmark office building
By B. Garn | All Photos Courtesy Okland Construction

S

ince opening in August the 111 Main
office tower has been dazzling
visitors drawn to its soaring lobby
space with its 40 ft. by 20 ft. LED
video display, subtle, soothing water
feature, distinctive high polish finishes
and architectural glass panes that rise 35
feet from the Swiss quartzite stone floors.
Workers in any of the tower’s 24 floors
can enjoy the views from floor-to-ceiling
windows in a space free of interior columns
and the neighboring Eccles Performing Arts
Center has space for its 2,500 seat theater
because of 111’s 45 ft. cantilever over the
top of the new performance venue.
All those prominent features are made
possible by the massive steel hat truss
visible through translucent cladding at the
top of the 387-ft tall tower.
“One of the engineers referred to
the hat truss as a temple of engineering
excellence,” said Matt Baldwin, Director of
30
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Real Estate Development for the building’s
owner City Creek Reserve Inc. “We didn’t
set out to build a landmark building but the
hat truss was the answer to a challenge
we had and it ended up opening so many
possibilities.”
Designed by Peter Lee and Alvin Tsui
at San Francisco-based Skidmore, Owings
& Merrill (SOM) Architects, the 1,870 ton,
two-way steel truss is balanced on six
bearings on a reinforced concrete core.
The truss and bearings transfer 40,720,000
lbs., approximately 40 percent of the
building’s loads, to the core and into the
foundation. They also allow for shifting in a
seismic event. The truss holds 18 perimeter
columns and eliminates the need for
structural support in the lobby and
throughout the floors of the building.
Baldwin said the idea of suspending
the building from the truss came about
when designers of the adjacent Eccles

Theater found they needed more space
to accommodate the desired 2,500-seat
performance hall.
“We (CCRI) had sold the county the
property for the theater years ago. As
they got into design they came to us and
said they needed another 5,000 sq. ft. of
ground to accommodate the theater. But,
we had goals for this building too and one
of them was 20-21,000 sq. ft. floorplates
to be competitive here,” said Baldwin.
“After several months of wrangling the hat
truss idea was born. We would cantilever
over the theater and we’d put most of the
mechanical systems on the second floor so
the only smaller floor plates for lease are
on level three and four.”

Core strength
With groundbreaking in January of
2014 work got underway on demolition
of an existing building and excavating

the site which required extensive shoring
and soil stabilization according to Ben
Petzinger, senior project manager for
Salt Lake City-based general contractor
Okland Construction, who delivered the
project on a Guaranteed Maximum Price
contract.
“The design of the core required we
have a mass footing with a heel and toe.
We drove in 373 individual 105 ft.-long
H-piles and poured 2,600 cubic yards of
concrete to get a seismically stable footing
in the alluvial sand we have on the site,”
said Petzinger.
Okland self-performed the concrete
work and ensuring that the concrete for
the footing cured properly and at the right
rate was one of the first of a multitude of
challenges on the project.
“To keep that concrete from ‘cooking
itself’ with the heat it would generate we
strung Pex tubing to the concrete forms
and got a 72,000-gallon tank for chilled
water and started it circulating. For nine
days some of us camped out on the site
and took temperature readings around
the clock and documented that everything
was up to standard,” Petzinger said. “We
wanted to make sure everything was right
before we handed it over to the core-wall
crew.”
With the foundation set, Okland’s
core-wall crew went to work using a Peri
self-climbing concrete form system. “We
really like that system now. We had a steep
learning-curve but we started with a cycle
time of eight days going 13.9 feet and 290
cu. yds. of concrete per cycle. By the time
we were reaching the top we were down to
4 days per cycle,” he said. “The local team
from Harris Rebar was key to this and Jack B.
Parson ready-mixed was great too. Anytime
we had to make changes to the concrete
mix they were ready to do it.” >>
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111 South Main
Thanks to the hat truss design, the lobby appears to float
and is unmatched in North America in terms of its use
of structural glass which requires no steel or concrete to
support its weight.

Up and out
While the core was moving up, and
the designs for the hat truss completed,
Petzinger said Okland placed the steel
order with Nucor in Louisiana. The product,
with a 24 inch flange, is the largest rolled
steel available in the United States and
was shipped to SME Steel in West Jordan
for fabricating.
Baldwin said the 111 team had to work
in coordination with Layton Construction
who was simultaneously at work on the
adjacent Eccles Theater.
“At one point Layton completely
resequenced their schedule. We had to
have them done with all the work on the
north end of the theater building and
moved out before we could start the floors
of the tower,” said Baldwin
With the hat truss not yet completed,
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cantilevering the tower floors over the
theater was accomplished with the use of
three pairs of 5-inch diameter bridge cables.
The cables were secured on the south end
of the fifth floor, pulled up and through
the core-wall on the ninth floor and then
back down to anchors on the north end of
the fifth floor. Construction of the floors
continued using nearly 400 tons of steel
cross beams for temporary support and
sequenced to maintain gravity-loading
on the north side of the building keeping
tension on the cables.

Release of tension
Work on the floors continued as
sections of the hat truss arrived, were
lifted and assembled on the roof. At the
same time, Okland, the engineering team
from SOM and local structural engineering

firm Dunn Associates, anticipated the time
tension on the cables would be released
and the loads transferred to the truss.
Part of that anticipation were
detailed calculations about how much
the building’s floors would descend after
the transfer. To that end, the floors were
constructed with an upward cant in order
to be level after the weight transfer.
“The engineers calculated the building
would drop about 4 inches when we
transferred the weight to the truss,” said
Baldwin.
Petzinger said his team began running
simulations and determining where to
position observers and monitors during
the transfer.
“The engineers thought the transfer
would take about a week,” said Petzinger.
“We started early in the morning on >>
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111 South Main
January 9, 2016 and 11 hours later we’d
transferred the full load, nearly four million
pounds, from the cables to the truss. Now,
after all that, we finally have a building we
can start doing something in. You can’t
frame or put up the curtain wall or anything
until you have everything settled in place.”

Millcreek Junior High School Renovation & Addition

Rising together
Simultaneously constructing the
office tower and the adjacent Eccles
Theater presented a host of challenges
according to Baldwin.
“Our destiny and scheduling for this
building was tied to a project we really had
no control over,” said Baldwin referring
to the Eccles Theater. “Because of the air
rights agreement with the county and
the agreement we have for access to our
loading dock, these things had to happen
together. If the theater got a year behind
or if we got behind it would have been a
disaster and it was a challenge but I think
to have done it any other way would have
been an even bigger disaster.”
Petzinger said when a lease
agreement with the first tenant of the
tower was signed in 2014 the schedule
was set and despite all the challenges that
emerged the project team was able to
meet that schedule and deliver a one of a
kind building. n

Project: 111 Main
Owner: City Creek Reserve, Inc.
Architect: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill /
VCBO Architecture
General Contractor: Okland Construction
Company
Electrical Engineer: WSP Parsons
Brinckerhoff / Spectrum Engineering
Structural Engineer: Skidmore, Owings &
Merrill / Dunn Associates, Inc.
Mechanical Engineer: WSP Parsons
Brinckerhoff / Colvin Engineering
Civil Engineer: Great Basin Engineering
Electrical Contractor: Cache Valley Electric
Mechanical Contractor: J&S Mechanical
Deep Footings/H Piles: Ralph L. Wadsworth
Structural Steel: SME Steel / Hassett
Engineering Inc.
Curtain Wall & Glazing: Steel Encounters
Other Specialty Contractors: Sedak,
Prismview, Outside The Lines
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Four Corners School, Canyon Country Discovery Center
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> Private Owner Roundtable

Private Developers/CM Firms Remain Optimitic
November roundtable with top executives provides
a glimpse into activity within the Beehive State.
By Brad Fullmer

UC&D: How are market conditions
right now? What significant projects are you
working on that you can mention (planned,
under construction, close to finishing)?

Traeden: Rents have been increasing;
there are higher rents in multi-family.
We’re seeing construction costs increasing.
Projects are slowing down because of lack
of labor. We’re hoping to start our first
LIHTC (Low-Income Tax Housing Credit)
project – it’s a financing vehicle on rent
restriction for multi-family properties.
We’re seeing a huge demand in that
market. We’ll still develop market-rate
projects. The (134-unit) project is slated to
begin in January at 700 South 300 West.
We’re close to finishing the Bonneville
Apartments at 260 South 500 East in March
– 158 units with two levels of parking.

Bevan: Several projects just wrapped
up or are close to wrapping up – Overstock.
com in Midvale, CHG (280,000 SF) will
complete in January – those are two of our
larger projects. Solution Reach (150,000 SF)
in Lehi is wrapping up; finishing up a TI in
Midvale for Marriott International (60,000
SF). We’ve seen a little bit of a slowdown.
That might have to do with the political
climate. Rates have crept up a little bit and
there is s sense people might be sitting
on investments. Sometimes a little bump
increases construction, but there are less
big tenants on the market than a year,
18 months ago. There is a little bit of a
slowdown, but we don’t see that trend
continuing down. Working on the Lone
Peak project just west of I-15 right before
36
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Participant	

Title	

Company

Pat Moffat

Director of Construction

Boyer Company

Ryan Bevan

VP of Construction

Gardner Company

Steve Borup

VP of Project Development Services

JLL

Christian Traeden

Executive VP of Strategic Builders

JF Capital

Andrew Johnson

Director of Construction

GBR Capital

Matt Sneyd

Development Director

The Muve Group

Scott DeGraffenreid

Attorney

Holland & Hart

SR-92. At Highland Drive and Bangerter
we’re looking to do a large mixed-use
project where the old Staker Parson pit is…
it’s a combination of retail, multi-family
and office space.

Johnson: We’re finishing up a
retail center in Lehi called the Terrace at
Traverse Mountain. Café Rio just opened
its 100th store. (The project is doing really
well). I think we’re 80% leased. We’re
trying to get some big box retailers. Big
Box is tough right now. We have a Chase
Bank starting in spring on the Northwest
corner. Aquatherm is a warehouse/office
we’re finishing up in Lindon – it is a piping
manufacturing company, about 80,000 SF.
We just purchased the Homewood Suites
at 300 South 400 West downtown. We’re
going to do an expansion of 24 additional
hotel rooms. We’re dealing with the
transient issue right now; hopefully that
gets better. Occupancy for the hotel is
awesome; we’re starting the remodel in
January. We also submitted an application
for a LIHTC project. We’re also working
on a project called ‘the Void’ (in Pleasant
Grove) – it’s kind of a virtual realty

(entertainment) and botanical garden
project.

Moffat: We have a lot going on
– I have to agree with Ryan, though,
it doesn’t compare to last year at this
time because we had so much going on.
Everything at Vista Station (by Front
Runner in Draper) is wrapping up; that was
a joint-development with Gardner. EMC
finished up this year – that was 100,000
SF. Then we had Jet, Thumbtack, Solar City
all out there. It is a good project. We’re
finishing five buildings this year, Ryan and
his team finished three buildings the year
before. 500,000 SF – that’s a lot of space
that came on the market quickly. We’re
finishing up the Entrata building by Adobe
– that’s 100,000 SF. Between Gardner and
Boyer combined, in the past 18 months,
we’ve brought on 1.1 million SF online
in Draper. I haven’t ever seen that much
office come online that quickly. We’re
building another project called 136 Center
in Draper. As far as growth, Lehi and
probably a little further south is probably
still ground zero.

Left to right: Bradley Fullmer, Christian Traeden, Matt Sneyd, Pat Moffat, Ryan Bevan, Andrew Johnson, Scott DeGraffenreid, Steve Borup.

Bevan: Those tech companies just
love being on the county line where they
can pull people from UVU, BYU and Utah.
Moffat: We’re finishing a 100,000
SF building for the University of Utah
downtown (in December). We have
one million SF of industrial going on at
the BDO (Business Depot) in Ogden for
Home Depot, Readerlink and Honeyville
– all distribution centers. We’re facing
the same challenges these guys are –
continually battling costs – it’s not just big
office buildings, but even small TI’s. We’re
seeing mainly labor costs increasing.
Glazing has been a huge problem. We’re
past our peak, but I don’t think it will fall
off the cliff. There is still demand, not
just what it was 12-24 months ago. We’re
optimistic there are still new buildings to
be built.

Borup: JLL came into this market 4-5
years ago. I was hired three years ago as
the first Project Manager in this office. JLL
manages properties and we do facility
management, property management and
project development services. We work
with landlords and tenants on helping fit
out space. It’s largely been landlord driven
for TI space in Utah. We’re seeing growth,
not because of the market in general, it’s
more in in terms of other services coming
to Utah and so far it’s selling pretty well. We
have four PM’s now and frankly looking to
hire a couple others so it’s a good market
for us. We just finished 38,000 SF at 324
South State as a client representative. We
finished two floors in this building (222
South Main) for Perfectly Posh. Right now
we’re working with a couple of industrial
clients – we’re representing Readerlink
for the tenant side of the transaction.

We’re also working with a large industrial
client who is taking four buildings and
consolidating it into one 260,000 SF project.

Sneyd: Right now we’re focusing on
packaging deals together for developers.
We’re putting deals together and then
partnering or selling those deals to
other developers. We’ve sold a few good
deals this year and putting others into
contracts. The Muve Group is a group under
Windemere (Real Estate) and we have a
few good lots under contract right now.
We did an 80-unit apartment complex on
148 South and 500 East. We sold that to a
developer who built that out. We designed
an 11-unit townhome project in Millcreek
on 2900 South 1300 East. We have some
land (3 acres) in a RDA zone in Station
Center area that we’re doing a mixed-use
design on. It’s been a busy year so far. >>
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> Private Owner Roundtable
(courtesy Gardner Company)

UC&D: How do you select design
and construction firms? Do you have a
preferred method of delivery?
Traeden: Most of our projects are
relationship built on design/engineering.
We have a few preferred engineers and
architects we work with. The last project
we did where we ‘branched out’…it didn’t
work out so well…so we like to know the
people we’re working with and keep

developing those relationships. We have
our own in-house general contacting
company which I head up. So we do pretty
much all in-house design-build from land
acquisition to the end of the construction
process where we turn it over to the
property manager. We try to minimize the
cost to the project and have the same goals.
We make our fee on the GC side and also
the development side. The architect a lot
of times will include the mechanical and

Left to right: Christian Traeden, Ryan Bevan, Andrew Johnson, Pat Moffat.
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electrical engineering in their packaging,
but we’ve already engaged a civil engineer
to get our due diligence timeline down. We
like to work with a couple of (civil engineers/
architects) so they know what to expect.
Our main multi-family architect can handle
everything we feed him – typically five to six
projects a year.

Bevan: We try and spread work
around quite a bit. We end up having a
few architects who have done a majority
of our work. On the (recent projects) in
Draper, it was out of necessity because we
had so many tenants coming in so fast…
we had to plan the work and had it all
approved with the City, so VCBO ended up
inheriting 800,000 SF as a result of just our
sheer need. These tenants wanted to get
in in a 11-12 month time frame so there
wasn’t time to recreate the wheel with a
different architect. That’s not to say we
haven’t worked with a lot of firms. We’ve
worked largely with VCBO, Babcock Design
Group. We’ve worked with Method Studio
and FFKR on several projects. They’ve
all done very well – we have nothing but
good things to say about those firms. In
terms of their consultants, BHB (Structural
Engineers) has done a fantastic job
creating a light, efficient building so we’ve
used them structurally. Dunn Associates
has done a lot of the challenging, >>
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Left to right: Steve Borup, Scott DeGraffenreid, Matt Sneyd.
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complex projects like Overstock.com and
Adobe in terms of structural engineering.
In terms of mechanical, we’ve done so
much VRF lately (Variable Refrigeration
Flow) – it’s a different HVAC system
rather than a three-stage or two-stage
penthouse system. I think prior to 2013
there were only a handful of buildings
that used this (VRF) system. I flew out to
Japan and reviewed and went through
manufacturing plants with Mitsubishi
just to get a sense of if this is real and
will it be a good system with these office
types before we jumped all in. There are
significant savings going from traditional
three-stage to VRF. We saved almost 20%
on up-front costs on some projects. But
we wanted to make sure the system would
be just as efficient. It’s a lighter system
so there is less steel and the up front
cost for the mechanical was a lot less. We
eliminated a (duct) shaft so we gained
more square footage inside the building. In
a traditional (mechanical) system we had
a 16 ft. x 16 ft. duct shaft that went down
through the whole building. With VRF
it’s 4 ft. x 4 ft., maybe 6 ft. x 6 ft. The nice
thing with it is its redundancy. If you have
a catastrophic failure with a three-stage
system, your entire building is down. With

this, it just compensates and does load
sharing. The downside with VRF is that
their low temperature wasn’t as efficient.
So we provided a safety net for those sub10 degree days. We’ve used largely PVE,
Inc. in that arena because they have done
such extensive work with this system in
this climate. We’ve also used Spectrum
Engineers quite a bit – they primarily do
electrical work, although we had Envision
on a project like Overstock.com. It’s good
to have a go-to group. In terms of general
contractors we’ve used all the big guys.
Okland has landed some of our bigger
projects, but we open up our sub base to
whoever. Sometimes on smaller projects
it’s easier to select three firms and bid it
out. On big projects we’ve found the most
success on having GMP’s (Guaranteed Max
Price) where you’re not squeezing GC’s
down to use bottom-of-the-barrel subs.
Maybe the initial cost is slightly more than
if you hard-bid it, but when it’s all said
and done the hard-bid process is much
more painful and it takes more of my time
to manage GC’s along the way if I’m hard
bidding work all the time versus creating
GMP’s with trusted contractors. They know
my expectations and I can manage more
work by myself.

Johnson: We have good relationships
with Big-D, Okland, Westland….we typically
try and choose a contractor up front. I
know Jono (Gardner) in our office prefers
the Design-Build method – he pushes for
that. On Ancestry.com we did a VRF system.
We had electrical with Rydalch Electric
and mechanical with Gunther’s…VRF is
something we’re seeing more of as well.
Weber State University is doing a lot of VRF
– it’s more complicated and there have been
issues, but I think design teams are having
less complications. We’re working with
an architect who is helping us with LIHTC
process. We’re working with Wow Architects
right now….they did an office/warehouse for
Harris Mechanical that we just finished in
West Valley City. That’s a new relationship
we’ve utilized. With our retail projects we’ve
used Dixon and Associates – he has our
same vision. We have new contractors that
approach us all the time. We’re trying to
spread the wealth a little more.
Moffat: We use the same (firms) who
have been mentioned. We’re lucky to have
good consultants, good contractors in
state. Some of our smaller projects we’ve
used Sahara Inc. – they’ve done a great
job. United Construction in Park City has
been a good partner on other projects.
As far as delivery method, we like to do
design-bid-build still, particularly on smallto-mid-size projects like Charter Schools
or Skilled Nursing Facilities, especially in
this market climate, where costs are rising
quickly right now. We’re probably still a
little old fashioned in that regard, but we
have had good success with GMP as well.
The big thing is we’re trying to find smaller
(firms) on projects that are even 1,500 SF. We
probably have 15-30 of those types of jobs
in our medical office portfolio at any given
time and those jobs take as much time as
Vista Station – it seems like.
Borup: The most important thing
we’ve found is to match the designer to the
tenant coming in. We’ve got to find (firms)
to match their vision. We’ve made some
mistakes of picking the wrong one. I’ve
worked with 5 or 6 different architects now
and I know which ones I think will work >>
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with different tenants. If you try to place
someone highly creative with (an owner)
who wants a traditional office space, you just
bang your head against the wall trying to get
a design to work. So I’m trying to categorize
these architects into what they’re best at,
and that’s been key. A lot of local architects
have been key – I’m pushing hard to bring
a local architect to the table. A lot of our

projects are on the smaller side so I do hard
bid on the general contracting side. I think
there is a big gap on the 15,000 SF to 30,000
SF TI….there are 3-4 contractors who can
compete on that side. You go to the big (firms)
and they’re expensive; you go to small ones
and there is financial risk and execution risk
and maybe they’re spread too thin. We’ve
tried to reach out to smaller firms and see if

they can reach up and grab some of these
bigger ones. It does feel like a stretch at times
to take these contractors to a corporate
client and say ‘these three guys and truck’
can handle your 20,000 SF project. I do think
there is a big gap in our market, right there.

UC&D: As a lawyer in the Construction
Law market, what kind of work, Scott, are
you doing with developers?
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DeGraffenreid: I do a lot of
work just in terms of doing construction
documents and getting them ready for both
the design side and the construction side.
We do signed and construction documents.
What I’m seeing in delivery systems is more
CM/GC contracts, with a smattering of
Design-Build. I don’t see a lot of traditional
Design-Bid-Build in my arena, per se. I’m
always negotiating liability on the design
side on contract negotiations.

UC&D: How important is
sustainability/green design? What is your
opinion of LEED? Do you pay for LEED
certification or do you just try and include
as many aspects of green design and skip
the LEED process?
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Sneyd: Until we do them ourselves,
we try and pitch and design them that way.
It’s huge, especially depending on the asset
type you’re dealing with. It’s a long-term
payoff so it makes sense on a pro-forma
basis. As far as LEED going full-blown on
multi-family or office…the numbers aren’t
there yet for us.
Johnson: There are ways to get an
efficient building without doing LEED
certifications. But some clients want it.
Bevan: Unless you go Silver, Gold or
Platinum, LEED certification is pretty easy to
get. Most of our locations are close to transit
so it’s easier to get it. Without being said,
we’re designing for a LEED efficient building.

Moffat: It’s a box you have to check
with most (national) tenants. We try to get
to LEED Silver – it’s kind of a baseline. n
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